
THE THEMES OF WAR AND PEACE IN THE BOOK WAR AND PEACE BY

LEO TOLSTOY

A summary of Themes in Leo Tolstoy's War and Peace. Yet almost all the irrational actions we see in the novel turn out
successfully, in accordance with.

Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and
arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more
information on how to use and how not to use our library. Who wrote this essay? In addition, several real-life
historical characters such as Napoleon and Prince Mikhail Kutuzov play a prominent part in the book. Much
of Book Two concerns his struggles with his passions and his spiritual conflicts. Buy Study Guide Alternative
religion and the occult Alternative religious practices make appearances throughout the novel, often as
responses to social turmoil. Marriage for love versus marriage for money Most of the home-front action in
War and Peace revolves around marriage. After witnessing French soldiers sacking Moscow and shooting
Russian civilians arbitrarily, Pierre is forced to march with the Grand Army during its disastrous retreat from
Moscow in the harsh Russian winter. In fact, many of the minor characters stay minor and static precisely
because of their inability to forgive. The battle becomes a hideous slaughter for both armies and ends in a
standoff. He denies the fallacy that history is created by 'great' men, instead suggesting it is the result of an
infinity of minute moments and decisions made by a multitude of men and women. Tolstoy argues that war is
caused by uncontrollable historical forces and is therefore inevitable. The Rostovs have a difficult time
deciding what to take with them, but in the end, Natasha convinces them to load their carts with the wounded
and dying from the Battle of Borodino. What makes you cringe? History History is an implicit theme of the
novel from the beginning. Gustave Flaubert expressed his delight in a January letter to Turgenev, writing:
"This is the first class work! As the battle is about to start, Prince Andrei thinks the approaching "day [will] be
his Toulon , or his Arcola ", [17] references to Napoleon's early victories. That choice leads to his
imprisonment and spiritual renewal. Natasha learns from Pierre of Anatole's marriage. At Bald Hills, the
Bolkonskys' country estate, Prince Andrei departs for war and leaves his terrified, pregnant wife Lise with his
eccentric father Prince Nikolai Andreyevich and devoutly religious sister Maria Nikolayevna Bolkonskaya,
who refuses to marry the son of a wealthy aristocrat on account of her devotion to her father and suspicion that
the young man would be unfaithful to her. They also indicate at times especially in Pierre's case the
desperation to find fulfillment in the world, a world where established Christianity does not always seem to
produce positive results. It understands, as James Buchan once wrote, that love is the circus hoop through
which history is made to leap again and again. His child, Nikolai, survives. When citing an essay from our
library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Back in Moscow, the patriotic Petya joins a crowd in audience of
Czar Alexander and manages to snatch a biscuit thrown from the balcony window of the Cathedral of the
Assumption by the Czar. The 'greatness' of Napoleon is especially undermined by this novel as the notion that
he alone brought about the wars is questioned. Nikolai finds himself with the task of maintaining the family on
the verge of bankruptcy. What kind of genre are we supposed to file it to?.. However, Andrei's father dislikes
the Rostovs and opposes the marriage, and he insists the couple wait a year before marrying. What hooks you?
Romain Rolland , remembering his reading the novel as a student, wrote: "this work, like life itself, has no
beginning, no end. War and Peace: Theme Analysis Freewill and Pre-destination Throughout the course of
this novel, the themes of freewill and pre-destination are examined. Pierre loses his temper and challenges
Dolokhov to a duel. Our view of Napoleon is even worse: when we see him in his bathroom getting his plump
little body rubbed down, it is hard to imagine him as the grand conqueror of Europe. Both of the novel's final
couples gain confidence from gossip early in their relationships, which suggests that rumors are not always
destructive, even if they are an aspect of civilized society that must be navigated with tactical strategy akin to
that of the military. When one of the soldiers tries to rip the necklace off the young Armenian woman's neck,
Pierre intervenes by attacking the soldiers, and is taken prisoner by the French army.


